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Consumer preferences and demands have shifted. Companies need to evolve to meet those demands.
However, merely checking the “CSR box” is not enough. The communication of overall CSR goals and
achievements helps to build trust in the company as well as its brands. As most business leaders know, trust
is an invaluable asset in today’s highly competitive global marketplace.
When CSR stories are meaningful and are directly tied to a company’s mission and industry, they can act as a
powerful boost to a company’s brand. As an example, REI, an outdoor goods retailer, made headlines in
2015 for closing its stores nationwide on Black Friday. It paired this move with a social media campaign
aimed at spending the day outdoors, called #OptOutside. They created a convincing story, rejecting Black
Friday commercialism for its perceived opposite, enjoying nature. The event generated news coverage,
much of which linked back to REI’s website. Once there, readers learned that $5.9 million was given to nonprofits, and $60 million was invested in the “outdoor community.” The story was complete: a major retailer
had chosen nature over profit—the perfect lesson for its outdoor-focused brand.
Like the REI #OptOutside example, to ensure the right story gets heard, companies must organize a
consistent message — a shared storyline —and broadcast it across multiple media platforms. It is no longer
enough to publicize CSR initiatives in corporate board reports alone. Good CSR storytelling is dynamic and
interactive. It uses the power of storytelling to linger in the consumer’s mind, leaving an emotional
impression that will remain when the memory of underlying plot points disappear.
A compelling, sharable story must be easy to follow, authentic, directly tied to a company’s mission and
vision, and should have a “catch” or a “so what?” that keeps the audience interested. It should follow the
essential elements of storytelling in regard to clearly defined characters, setting, plot, conflict, and
resolution.
While your company’s reputation is indeed owned mainly by external stakeholders - that reputation can be
bolstered by authentic, compelling, relatable and sharable CSR stories. After all, consumers want to hear
your story - they want to be proud of doing business with you - they want to “share” and “like” your story.
When done right, CSR storytelling can achieve not just good publicity, but the lasting loyalty of appreciative
consumers. It ensures that a company enjoys the fruit of doing good, and as a result, ensures that the good
works continue. In the end, good CSR storytelling benefits the company and the quadruple bottom line People, Planet, Purpose and Profit. It is good for everybody.
Other OTM Partners Corporate Social Responsibility articles can be found at csrknowledge.com:
What is CSR and Why Does it Matter?
Five Tenets of a Successful and Sustainable Corporate Social Responsibility Program
The Business Case for Corporate Social Responsibility Programs:Four Ways CSR Programs Can Have a
Positive Impact on Your Bottom Line
Increasing Employee Engagement: CSR Programs that Soar
The Hidden Potential of Small Business CSR
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